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This study is aimed to optimize the refueling pattern of a PWR. Two methods 
are developped, they are based on a linearized form of the optimization pro
blem. 

The first method determines a feasible solution in two steps ; in the first 
one the original problem is replaced bya relaxed one which is solved by the 
Method of Approximation Programing. The secoud step is based on the Branch 
and Bound method to find the feasible solution closest to the solution ob
tained in the first step. 

The second method starts from a given refueling pattern and tries to improve 
this pattern by the calculation of the effects of 2 by 2, 3 by 3 and 4 by 4 
permutations on the objective function. 

Numerical results are given for a typical PWR refueling using the two methods. 



FUEL MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION FOR A PWR 

INTRODUCTION 

PVR fuel assemblies stay during several cycles in the core. At the end of the 
cycle, the older assemblies are replaced by fresh fuel, and the other assem
blies are shuffled in the core. The fuel cycle performance is highly dependent 
on the shuffling pattern. In order to improve the fuel cycle, two simplified 
optimization problems may be studied. The first problem will be to find the 
shuffling pattern which maximizes the core reactivity at the beginning of the 
cycle, the power peaking factor being lower than a design value. The second 
problem is to find the shuffling pattern which minimizes the power peaking 
factor. 

This presentation will be fccused on the first problem, the resolution method 
being the same for the second. Each fuel assembly is characterized by a sin
gle state variable x. (for example the Burn-up). The positions in the core 
are numbered from I to n, a refueling pattern is defined by a vector U, the 
components of which are a permutation of the n values x.. 

Let U be an element belonging to the set V of the n! permutations. 

Let the state of the system be represented by the 2D oultigroup diffusion equa
tion 

H C V * • i ( u 7 P ( V * <•> 
The optimization problem i s : 

Find the shuffling pattern U e V which 
P 

B r . K 1 a „ T J maximizes X(U.) with the constraint rtODiem l \ .. , . p _ 
on the peaking factor M 

p ( U p ) < p" 3 * 

p(U) i s the power distribution, i t i s a m -component vector p. 
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where X( e-) is tl*e characteristic function of domain e., and Q • K E_ / S(c). 

Problem I is an optimal control problem : 
. the variables are discrete, 
. the cost function is the inverse of the smallest eigenvalue of the 

state equation, 
. the constraints depend of the state of the system. 

This problem may not be solved exactly, two methods will be presented to ob
tain an approximate solution useful to practical applications ; the first method 
allows to build the solution in a two-step scheme : in a first step the cons
traint U e V is relaxed and a vector U is looked for in a S3t C with V c C, 
in a second step the refueling pattern U which approximates U is sought. 

The second method is based on improvements of a given solution. 

FIRST METHOD 

FIRST STEP 

C is chosen such as the problem may be solved, we have chosen the subset of 

Min x. ( u. ( Max x. £"!»•..n 
3 J J J 

n n 
and E »i ' E xi 

i»l i»l 

K new non linear optimization problem is obtained. 
Find the vector U « C such 
H(U) <j> - y^jy P(U) * 

Problem II { Max 
p(U) < p 

Max X(U) 

It is solved by the "Method of Approximation Programming" which involves a 
two-step calculation. 

a) Let U P be the solution at the p iteration, the eigenvalue and the power 
distribution are linearized in the neighborhood of U p 

X(U) - A(UP) + <f£ (UP),6u) 

P<U) - p(UP) + (|£ (Ur),6u) 

b) A linear program is define.-' and solved 
Find U e C which maximizes X(u) 

'v Max with the constraint p(U) £ p 

Let U p be the optimal solution. 



The sequence a) b) is iterated until convergence to U which is the solution 
of Problem II. 

Numerical Implementation 

At each iteration of the M.A.P., X, p and their partial derivatives are to be 
calculated. 

. The resolution of the diffusion equation provides X and $. 

. The resolution of the adjoint equation (H P) ip » X $ gives tp . Then 
3X 1 

3 U J " <**,•> 
. The resolution of the m adjoint source equations 

(XI - H H P)* S* - ̂ > [G*(e.) - p. Q*] 

furnishes the m vectors S., associated with each component p. of p. Then 
3 P , r3G*(e,) a n . T , ^ H3-lJlp p. r 3 G (e.) a n* T i 

u j L 3 u j X 3 U j J <Q .•> X 3 u. 

All these equations are solved by the finite element method . The linear pro
gram is solved by the simplex method . 

The computing time needed for the solution of linear program is much smaller 
than the computing time requested for the calculations $, i>* and the m S?. 

These m calculations differ only by the source term ; each diagonal block 
of the (X I - H" P)* operator, corresponding to one energy group is precondi
tioned by the LDLC technique. The complete system is solved by 31ock Overre-
laxation. 

Remarks : 

1. Over a 3 element core, it may be seen numerically that Problem II does not 
verify the good convexity properties. The optimum will be enly a local optimum. 

pi 
2. Theoretically the M.A.P. does not always converge, then the sequence lr os
cillates around the optimum. Practically we have never found such a problem. 

3. The cross sections are assumed to be derivable with respect to u. 

SECOND STEP : DISCRETE APPROXIMATION OF THE OPTIMUM 

The state vector U does not belong to the set of the shuffling pattern, we 
will search, in V, the closest permutation ; this is the second step of cal
culations defined by Problem III. 

Problem III 
Find U e V . c V p ad 
which minimizes L - ||F(U ) - F(U )|| 

This problem will be well posed when V ,, F and the norm will be chosen. 

The simplest way is : V . • V 

F - I (identity) 



Problem III becomes [ Find U. e P 
P £ 

such as || 0 - U || be minimum 
We place at the j position the element, the state of which is closest to D.. 
Unfortunately this simple solution is unsatisfactory because the power shape 
constraints are not verified ; thus a new two-step strategy had been adopted. 
First Step : III.a - the set V is defined 

V~ - {U e V | Min ||UC - U II } 
with p V P • 

Hu C-U p|L «Max | «f - 0 p ( i ) | 
Second Step : Ill.b - in the set 

Max, 
ad {U e IT | p(»J < p ™ } 

ve resolve Min ||p(U ) - p(U ) || 

with p(U ) - p(UC) + (f£ (U C),«T - U )) 

This problem leads to a quadratic affectation problem solved by a "branch 
and bound" method. 
The condition III.a insures the validity of p expansion and strongly limits 
the enumeration in Ill.b. 
Numerical Implementation 
1. Determination of V 

If the components of the vectors U and U are arranged in decreasing order 
C C C 

Uj "i u 2 5 ... i u f t 

Uj * u 2 * ... i u Q 

a permutation minimizing 
H u C " u

pIL i s t h e entity 
and the minimum value is 

min ||uC - u II - Max |u9 - u. I - AU* 1" 
Ve can construct a matrix E « (e..) 

• y - 1 if |uf -ujl i AU* 3* 
e„ - 0 if |uj - u.| > AU*1** 

an element ij will be said allowed if e.. • 1. 
00 

All the permutations of V are obtained by choosing of all the possible manners 
one and only one allowed element by row and by column. 

p is defined by j » p(i). 



Remark : 

If e.. « 0 for all j i l+l and all i < 4+1 we can make e.. » 0 for all the 
e,. of the symétrie block without changing V . J 

The matrix E is then Block diagonal, a permutation p e P is obtained by the 
union of permutations independantly chosen in each block. 

2. The Branch and Bound algorithm 

We have chosen an objective function slightly different from the Euclidian 
norm of the difference p0?* - p 

U> " E MP* " P{> • 2 E M"i " P«> 
i-1 x l x i-1 x x x 

u. and b are arbitrary coefficients such as the outer points of the domain 
^ Max 

P£ < P 

are penalized. 

We have chosen 
9 ft 

p. * (p.) a arbitrary integer 

b. » a u?(p. - 1) 0 ( a * 1 

Finally L is obtained : 
Lp * E ai «p. + E E by «p. "p. 

K 1 K l 1 J J 1 J 
L is the objective function of a quadratic assignèrent problem. 
Preliminary Remark : 

Let V » (V. ... V ) and W * (W ... W ) be two sequences of m numbers, the 
first one arrange? in increasing order, the second one in decreasing order. 

The identity is a solution of 

min P(p) - 23 vi wo 
p i X pi 

Let P[v,w] be this minimum value. 

Principle of the algorithm 

The Gilmore's enumeration method for the general quadratic assignement pro
blem is used. 

The computation of lower bounds had been specialized for our problem. 

A partial permutation a„ of N - {I ... n) is a 1-1 map of a subset of K ele
ments of N into a subset of N. K is the rank of the partial permutation. 

An extension 3 of CL, is a partial permutation such that 6(i) * aK(i) for all 
i for which a is defined. A completion of a„ is an extension of rank n. 

Let L(ir) be the best value obtained in the enumeration. 



For each partial permutation a a lower bound B(a) of all the completions 
is computed. If B(ot) > LOO all the completions of a may be eliminated. 

The speed of the algorithm is highly depending on the computing time of the 
lower bounds. We have chosen the simple possible calculation. 

Let dom a be the definition set of a : 

Ua)- £ »iV + . E . E bijV ua. îedom a i icdom a jedom a J i j 

*i<°> ' . E bij «a. jcdom a J j 
L can be expressed as : 

K ikdom a jkdom a J Kj Ki 

Let b(i,ci) be the elements of the row i of the matrix (b..), with jkdom a and 
let u(a*) be the elements u. such as I does not belong toJthe range of a. 

From the preliminary remark : 

E b.. u n * P[b(i,c7),u(a*)] 
jkdom a 1 J pj 

and 
L p * B(a) - L(a) • P[g(i,â) ,u(a*)] 

where 
g(i,H) - i L + 2 e^a) • P[b(i,ô),u(â)] 

Note that the computation of lower bound can be decomposed on each diagonal 
block corresponding to the E matrix. 

Numerical Results 

The block decomposition of the matrix E and the limitation of the exoneration 
at the elements of P00, give us the possibility to obtain a good solution for 
problems of realistic size. 

For example : the computation time required for the minimization of the power 
peaking factor over the 21 assemblies of one eigth of the core is one minute 
on IBM 3033. 

The power and burn-up distributions solution of problems II and III are re
presented on Table 1. 

SECOND METHOD 

The linear approximation of X and p provides the ability to apply methods of 
Heuristic or sub-optimal type. 

ARMOUR-BUFFA developped such methods for assignement problem in 1963. 

NAFT applied a similar method to fuel management with a simplifed power dis
tribution computation. 



These authors calculate the effect on the objective function of all the two 
by two element permutations. 

The best exchange is made. The new objective function is calculated and the 
scheme is iterated. When no better solution is found, the last solution is 
said to be optimal. 

The algorithm depends on the starting point and the same starting point leads 
to the same "optimal" solution ; in order to remove the deterministic feature 
of this algorithm NUGENT' keeps at each iteration all the improving permuta
tions and gives at the j exhange which improve the objective function of 
A. the probability P. to be chosen : 

A? 

E « 
j - i J 

(a is an arbitrary integer) 

If a « 0 each permutation has the same probability. 
If O -*• • the permutation with the best improvement is chosen 

which is equivalent to ARMOUR-BUFFA method. 

The calculations are repeated several times with the same starting point. The 
best result is kept. 

Remark : 

The two methods use a partial enumeration of the n! permutations, then the 
optimal solution may be ignored. 

The NUGENT improvement of the method increases the number of tested permuta
tions, but the same permutations can be unnecessary considered many time. 

The two methods have been applied to the linearized problem and extended to 
the enumeration of 3 by 3 and 4 by 4 permutations. In order to solve thj non 
linear problem we have developped the following algorithm : 

1. Outer Iteration 

As shown before, X, p and their partial derivatives are calculated. 

2. Inner Iteration 

The ARMOUR-BUFFA or NUGENT method is applied. 

Remark on the convergence : 

The optimization problem is written in the form : 
min f(p) 
CCp)*/1** 

Let p. be the pernutation chosen at the end of the i outer iteration (it 
had been determined using the linearized problem defined by P£-i). At the 
beginning of the i+l1-" iteration, an exact calculation is done for p^ and 
one of the following issue may appear : 



1. p. is such that the constraints are satisfied and f(p.) < f(p.,). In this 
case the algorithm is convergent. 

2. The errors between the linearized and the exact values are such that the 
constraints are not satisfied or that f(p.) > f(p. , ) , although the linea
rized constraints are satisfied and the oèjective function value verifies 

ÏCPJ) - «(Pi.,) + û*<Pi> < « ( P ^ , ) 

This p. permutation is already treated, the problem is linearized at p. and 
a new p. . permutation is determined ; two cases may appear : 
- the p., permutation is again obtained (the following solutions are alterna

tively p. and P-_.) it will be chosen as the result of the calculation, 
- an other permutation p. +. is obtained and the standard algorithm is pursued. 

The computation is stopped when the inner iteration is unable to provide a 
better permutation and the permutation which gives the minimum of the exact 
objective function is chosen. 

This algorithm is not always mono tic all y convergent and may be divergent. But, 
when the number of outer iterations increases, the number of improving exchan
ges decreases and the linearization accuracy increases. 

Practically, for unconstrained optimization problems (minimization of power 
peaking factor) good solutions are obtained. The computation time of the inner 
iteration is proportionnai to the number of tested permutations. 

Numerical Results 
The numerical results for the problem treated in the previous part are presen
ted in the Table 2. 
The best result is obtained by the NUGENT method with a * 1 ; the minimum of 
the peaking factor is equal to 1.203. This number has to be compared with the 
best result obtained by the first method which is I.201. 

The computing time presented on the table are only time of the inner itera
tion, linearization time is the same as for the first method and is about 
10 s by outer iteration. 

CONCLUSION 

These two methos, based on linearization of the problem, lead to shuffling 
patterns which are satisfactory. The optimization schemes are widely diffe
rent. The first builds by approximation a solution, the second improves the 
initial configuration and the solutions of each iteration are feasible. 

The numerical results for our reactor example are better, for the first 
method, but the second one is less expansive in computation time. 

g 
These two algorithms are introduced in the modular system NEPTUNE for reac
tors calculations and used for practical applications. 
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Table 1. The power peaking factor of problem II is 1.120 
and that of problem III is 1.201 

if 
C 
P 
U 
P 

20000 
1.060 
20000 
0.857 

13290 
1.120 
14000 
1.003 
16320 
1.120 
22000 
0.924 

6253 
1.120 

6000 
1.201 
23GÛ0 
0.9e6 
2250O 
1.012 

12900 
1.120 
8000 
1.198 
22QÛÛ 
0.984 
23000 
1.065 
23GO0 
0.330 
19000 
1.012 

1.120 
7750 
1.159 

12420 
1.120 
1SG00 
1.055 

3500 
0.733 
5050 

0.637 
9735 
1.120 
13500 
1.035 
13720 
1.120 
10100 
1.195 
1627G 
1.057 
16700 
1.125 
15410 
1.120 
20500 
1.051 

3000 
0.707 
5000 
0.624 
20Q0 
1.012 
3G00 
1.012 
10510 
1.120 
9080 
1.159 

1.120 
10000 
1.198 

3DC0 
0.S77 
7500 

O.G2* 
3500 
0.362 
3500 
0.842 
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Table 2 

Outer 
Iteration 

Number cf 
Tested 

Permutations 
f Jopt Coaputing 

Tiae 
(Second) 

ABHOUR 
BUFFA 

1 
2 
3 
4 

2350 
3557 
1622 
811 

1.7821 
1.3177 
1.2415 
1.2361 

1.2799 
1.2385 
1.2365 
1.2360 

0.43 
0.59 
0.32 
0.22 

NUGENT 

a 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

21728 
18977 

1473 
811 

1.7821 
1.2802 
1.2251 
1.2233 

1.2578 
1.2278 
1.2238 
1.2233 

3.46 
2.54 
0.36 
0.21 

NUGENT 

1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

14899 
15309 
12950 

1539 
811 

1.7821 
1.2760 
1.2341 
1.2072 
1.2031 

1.2568 
1.2263 
1.2048 
I.2029 
1.2031 

2.48 
2.33 
1.96 
0.37 
0.20 

NUGENT 

2 
1 
2 
3 
4 

12684 
10448 
8961 

811 

1.782! 
1.2802 
1.2321 
1.2263 

1.2578 
1.2294 
1.2262 
1.22f3 

2.13 
1.67 
1.39 
0.20 

*0n IBM 3033 


